The CaKnet
It wants to investigate the material; it seeks to sound the
interests likely to be affected; there is the grim business
of drafting; and so on. From the angle of a Cabinet, these
delays may be highly dangerous. It loses the Advantage of
its "honeymoon" period—always a factor of importance
in the life of any Government, not least of a Government
of the Left. It gives the Opposition, and quasi-political
interests hostile to the measure, time to organize attack
against it while it is being prepared. The mere fact of
delay, moreover, jeopardizes the place of the measure in
the parliamentary programme. It is well known, for
instance, that the postponement on these grounds of its
Education Bill by the Labour Government of 1929 was
the main reason of its failure. Its agreement to postpone ,
its introduction meant the loss of the initiative in this
field; and when, in the second year of its existence, it was
at length brought forward, the vultures, so to say, were
already prepared for a creature known to be destined for
an early demise.
There is, I think, no remedy for this situation save
through the ability of the party organization to be ready
when its leaders take office, with proposals in such a
form that there can be no question of delays of this
character. A simple illustration will serve, A Labour
Government which proposed to embark upon a great
housing programme which it proposed rapidly to push
to fruition would need to have ready when it took office
not merely a body of general principles, but all the details
of its policy in such a shape as to be able at once^to go
forward to drafting. It would have had to make up its
mind about the financial limits within which it was pre-
pared to act. It would have had to determine how far, if
at all, it would depend upon the co-operation of local
authorities. It would have had to have settled in its own
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